
RICE is the latest target of climate change cultists and the global war to starve
populations to death

Description

The world’s third-most produced agricultural crop – RICE – is the latest target in the globalist’s war to
destroy the food supply and starve/enslave populations. In order to combat climate change, countries
are now being told to cut back on rice production because of the methane emissions from the rice
fields.

“Rice is to blame for around 10 percent of global emissions of methane, a gas that over two decades,
traps about 80 times as much heat as carbon dioxide. Scientists say that if the world wants to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, rice cannot be ignored,” the Associated Press reported.

Rice production sustains populations, but is now under attack
by the climate change cult

Rice is a staple food crop that has enabled massive population growth throughout Asia and India over
the past century. It is now more obvious than ever that the global warming agenda and the climate
change cult are nothing more than weaponized propaganda to destroy energy independence, food
sovereignty, and population growth. This cult of destruction — climate change — is not targeting
pollutants. They are targeting natural molecules that are necessary for plant life. They are targeting
fertilizer use on farms, hindering food production. They are targeting cow populations on the ranches
and feedlots. They are targeting rice fields! Starvation, global depopulation, and slavery is secretly the
end goal.

Bjoern Ole Sander of the International Rice Research Institute said, “Rice, which sets them apart from
other crops, has a standing water layer in the field, which means there’s not exchange of air between
the soil and the atmosphere. So that means you have in the soil anaerobic conditions, and that means
there are different bacteria active in the soil than you would find in wheat or maize.” This natural
process is now to blame for global warming and the destruction of the planet.

Climate change simps are being brainwashed to believe in something abstract that makes them feel
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virtuous, while their country’s energy independence and food security is swept out from underneath
their feet. The central planners behind the climate change agenda desire depopulation. They openly
advocate for humans to be living in pods and ten minute cities, hacked, programmed, and made
dependent on bugs, lab grown meat, mRNA updates, and engineered foodstuffs.

Globalists trying to reduce population by targeting rice
production

In the United States, 80 percent of all the rice that is consumed is grown in America. About 40 million
pounds of rice is distributed around the world to combat food insecurity. These climate change rules for
rice would restrict 5,563 rice farmers throughout the US. These farmers grow rice across a collective
2.8 million acres, on family farms across Arkansas, California, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, and
Texas. However, if these family farms are told to comply with a “global methane pledge,” then they
could come under attack by the United Nations, and be forced to relinquish their agricultural inputs and
yields — an atrocity that is increasing in Europe and around the world.

In Vietnam, rice farmers are making pledges to cut “global methane emissions.” The associated press
reports: “Under the global methane pledge, Vietnam and several other major rice producers in Asia
have vowed to cut emissions by 30% by 2020 and 2023, but the two largest producers, China and
India, failed to sign.”

Chinese leaders repeatedly refuse to participate in the global warming propaganda and climate change
cult, because they are looking to use the hysteria to their advantage so they dominate on the global
stage, as cowardly leaders in the West fall under the spell of communism and reap continuing inflation
and food shortages.
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